Background {#Sec1}
==========

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a well-studied group of genes whose protein products are responsible for recognizing and addressing foreign pathogens present in the body \[[@CR38], [@CR43], [@CR86]\]. While type I MHC genes are present on all nucleated cells, type II MHC genes occur only on immune cells, such as dendritic cells and macrophages \[[@CR40]\]. These class II MHC molecules consist of two membrane-spanning chains (α and β), both of which are produced by MHC genes \[[@CR105]\]. Immune cells, also known as antigen presenting cells (APC), engulf exogenous particles. Once broken down, the peptide fragments are bound to MHC gene products (*MHC-DR* and *MHC-DQ*), which present them at the surface of the APC. To achieve this, non-classical MHC genes, such as *MHC-DM* and *MHC-DO*, produce accessory proteins used to effectively load antigens onto classical, peptide-binding MHC gene products, which then travel to the APC's surface to present the antigen to the immune system \[[@CR40], [@CR54], [@CR72]\]. If an antigen is recognized as foreign, helper T cells will bind to the presented antigen and release lymphokines, which attract other cells to the area. These helper T cells will also bind to B cell lymphocytes, which will ultimately stimulate the production of antibodies for this particular antigen \[[@CR40]\]. The MHC is therefore a crucial component of a vertebrate's immune system.

The peptide binding region (PBR) determines which of the exogenous peptide fragments the MHC proteins can bind. These regions are often found to be under positive diversifying selection \[[@CR10], [@CR88]\], increasing the probability the gene products from different alleles of an MHC gene can bind different antigens. Through this differential antigen presentation, some allele combinations (haplotypes) can confer greater susceptibility or resistance to certain pathogens. While this is strongly documented among humans \[[@CR2], [@CR22], [@CR32], [@CR34], [@CR66]\] and domesticated animals \[[@CR48], [@CR70], [@CR92]\], it is an emerging field among wildlife species.

While the synteny of MHC genes is relatively well conserved among mammalian species \[[@CR103]\], it is notably different among ruminants (*Bos taurus*, \[[@CR6]\]; *Ovis aries*, \[[@CR29]\]). More specifically, while the MHC II genes of most placental mammals are organized as centromere -- (\~ 20 Mb of non-MHC DNA) -- *MHC-DM*/*DO* -- *MHC-DQ*/*DR* -- MHC III/I genes \[[@CR31], [@CR103]\], the ruminant MHC II genes are organized as centromere -- *MHC-DM*/*DO* -- (\~ 20 Mb of non-MHC DNA) -- *MHC-DQ*/*DR* -- MHC III/I genes \[[@CR16], [@CR82]\]. The unique organization of MHC II genes found among ruminants is thought to be due to a chromosomal inversion in an ancestral mammal \[[@CR8]\] that has split MHC II genes into two subregions: IIa (*MHC-DR*/*DQ*) and IIb (*MHC-DM*/*DO*/*DY*, *TAP*, among others). A similar MHC II gene configuration was found in the finless Yangtze porpoise (*Neophocaena asiaeorientalis asiaeorientalis*, \[[@CR83]\]), but not in swine (*Sus scrofa*, \[[@CR77]\]), which suggests the inversion occurred after the phylogenetic split between ruminants and *Suidae* but before ruminants split from *Cetacea*. The ruminant MHC II subregions are separated by at least 15 cM (centimorgans; \[[@CR6], [@CR101]\]), which is markedly greater than what is found in humans (\~ 3 cM; \[[@CR98]\]) and mice (\~ 1.5 cM; *Mus musculus*, \[[@CR95]\]). Significant recombination rates have been observed in the interval between *MHC-DR* and *MHC-DY* genes in *Bos taurus* \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\], further suggesting a recombination hotspot between the two subregions in ruminants.

Studies on deer species have found the *MHC-DR* and *MHC-DQ* genotypes to be important for disease resistance. Li et al. \[[@CR50]\] found that one *MHC-DR*/*DQ* haplotype was associated with resistance to purulent disease, a multifactorial disease \[[@CR51]\], among forest musk deer (*Moschus berezovskii*), whereas two other haplotypes increased susceptibility to the disease. Different *MHC-DR* haplotypes in Iberian red deer (*Cervus elaphus hispanicus*) influenced susceptibility to a variety of different pathogens \[[@CR27]\]. For example, while one haplotype was associated with a decreased occurrence of tuberculosis but increased *Elaphostrongylus cervi* scores, deer with a different haplotype experienced the opposite trend. Similarly, when using phylogenetic groupings of *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles as haplotypes, Ditchkoff et al. \[[@CR24]\] found that white-tailed deer (*Odocoileus virginianus*) with different haplotypes experienced different levels of abomasal nematodes (including *Haemonchus contortus*) and ectoparasitism by ticks.

White-tailed deer are a well-studied wild ruminant due to their popularity as a game species \[[@CR39]\]. While proper management has significantly improved their numbers, they are continually threatened by pathogens such as *Haemonchus contortus* \[[@CR73], [@CR74]\], *Elaeophora* \[[@CR19]\], and the epizootic hemorrhagic disease virus and bluetongue virus \[[@CR28]\]. These diseases can have significant impacts on deer populations and a deeper understanding of factors that influence susceptibility to these diseases is crucial to managing their populations. While the *MHC-DRB* region has been previously characterized in white-tailed deer \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\], other MHC genes (such as *MHC-DOB*) and the possibility of the inverted MHC genetic configuration found among other ruminants have not. To date there are 18 documented *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles in white-tailed deer \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. Newer sequencing technologies (Next Generation Sequencing), however, may reveal greater polymorphism due to their greatly increased mutation detection rate (sensitivity; \[[@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR41]\]). Additionally, while homologs of bovine MHC IIb genes have been identified in several species belonging to Cervidae \[[@CR96]\], no study has directly examined the possibility of an inverted MHC II configuration in a cervid. While the white-tailed deer genome has been sequenced \[[@CR87]\], the *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* genomic regions are found on different scaffolds that prevent a large-scale understanding of their arrangement.

To fully capture the association between MHC haplotypes and disease susceptibility, we must first have a better understanding of the polymorphism that exists at these genes. We therefore aim to further quantify *MHC-DRB* exon 2 polymorphism in white-tailed deer and characterize an additional MHC gene (*MHC-DOB* exon 2). Since these genes are predicted to lie on different MHC II subregions separated by the inversion seen in other ruminants, we also tested for linkage disequilibrium between *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* in white-tailed deer. Since the immunological functions of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* are vastly different, with *MHC-DRB* being the classical antigen-presenting protein and *MHC-DOB* being an accessory loading protein, selection may have influenced these genes differently. We therefore also assessed how these two genes have evolved to better understand selection pressures on MHC polymorphism of white-tailed deer.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Sequencing {#Sec3}
----------

Before filtering, the average number of reads for individuals was 30,549 for *MHC-DRB* (ranged from 5318 to 84,226 reads with a median of 24,309) and 22,341 for *MHC-DOB* (ranged from 7029 to 49,892 reads with a median of 21,913). The number of reads recovered per individual after filtering for quality ranged from 4162 to 66,582 reads for *MHC-DRB* (average = 24,795.5; median = 19,214) and from 2779 to 36,407 reads for *MHC-DOB* (average = 15,815; median = 15,522). While unfiltered read lengths ranged from 289 to 488 bp for *MHC-DRB* (average = 306, median = 307) and from 50 to 535 bp for *MHC-DOB* (average = 397, median = 398), filtered read lengths were 296 to 365 bp long for *MHC-DRB* (average = 306, median = 307) and 329 to 406 bp long for *MHC-DOB* (average = 397, median = 398). All raw sequence data is available on the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA accession \# PRJNA533917).

No linkage disequilibrium between *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------

We found no significant linkage disequilibrium between *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 when using only the individuals in the starting population (*n* = 69; *p* = 0.95) and when including individuals without pedigree data to this initial population (*n* = 122; *p* = 0.37). Since these loci are unlikely to be closely linked, we present the results for each gene separately.

*MHC-DRB* {#Sec5}
---------

### Defined 12 new alleles {#Sec6}

A total of 19 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles were found in our white-tailed deer population (*n* = 373), 12 of which were new alleles (Odvi-DRB\*19 -- Odvi-DRB\*30; Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The seven previously identified alleles found in the population were Odvi-DRB\*01, Odvi-DRB\*05, Odvi-DRB\*06, Odvi-DRB\*10, Odvi-DRB\*12, Odvi-DRB\*14, and Odvi-DRB\*16 \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. The 19 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles found in our population translated to 18 unique amino acid alleles (82--83 codons), as Odvi-DRB\*06 and Odvi-DRB\*19 differed by one synonymous substitution (Table [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Together with the other 12 previously identified *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\] not recovered in our population, a total of 30 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles have been characterized for white-tailed deer. The 12 new *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles have been deposited in Genbank under accession numbers MK952679- MK952690.

### Genetic relationship among alleles {#Sec7}

The length of *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles was 250 bp for all alleles except for Odvi-DRB\*27, which had a 3-bp frameshift deletion. Pairwise nucleotide distances among alleles ranged from 0.40 to 18.40% (mean = 10.99%), and pairwise amino acid distances ranged from 0 to 39.35% (mean = 23.00%). The average number of nucleotide differences (k) was 24.97, and there were 85 polymorphic sites in the *MHC-DRB* exon 2 sequences.

In assessing the phylogenetic relationships using ModelFinder, the best-fit model according to BIC for the nucleotide *MHC-DRB* tree was F81 + F + I + G4 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There were six near-zero internal branches (\< 0.0040): two in the moose outgroup, two in the roe deer outgroup, one in the reindeer outgroup, and one in the internal branch that separates the reindeer clade from the white-tailed deer sequences. The white-tailed deer/roe deer/reindeer *MHC-DRB* exon 2 nucleotide sequences separated fairly strongly from the moose outgroup (81% bootstrap support) but not from each other, suggesting the presence of a polytomy. While the roe deer and reindeer sequenced clustered into clear groups, the white-tailed deer sequences did not. However, there were some well-supported clades among these white-tailed deer sequences (up to 100% bootstrap support). When using translated *MHC-DRB* exon 2 sequences, the best-fit model according to BIC values was PMB + I + G4 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This tree had seven near-zero internal branches (\< 0.012) in terms of bootstrap support: four in the moose outgroup and three in the roe deer outgroup. As with the nucleotide tree, the white-tailed deer/roe deer/reindeer sequences separated strongly from the moose outgroup (85% bootstrap support). The roe deer sequences were further separated with 72% bootstrap support, while the white-tailed deer and reindeer sequences remained together, though there were some well-supported clades within these remaining sequences (up to 100% bootstrap support). Fig. 1Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree for the nucleotide sequences of *MHC-DRB* exon 2. This tree contains sequences for white-tailed deer (Odvi, *Odocoileus virginianus*; AF082161-AF082175, AF407169-AF407171, MK952679- MK952690), moose (Alal, *Alces alces*; X82398, X83278, X83279-X83286; \[[@CR56]\]), roe deer (Caca, *Capreolus capreolus*; KM488213-KM488216, KM488218, KM488220-U90925; \[[@CR57], [@CR75]\]), and reindeer (Rata, *Rangifer tarandus*; AF012716-AF012724; \[[@CR59]\]) as these are the closest related species to white-tailed deer with *MHC-DRB* data. It was rooted with the moose outgroup. Node labels are standard bootstrap support (%). Arrows indicate the presence of near-zero internal branch lengths (\< 0.0040), which should be interpreted with caution. Heatmap colors indicate all white-tailed deer *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles and further correspond to Odvi-DRB allele frequencies found in our population, where red is the most common *MHC-DRB* alleleFig. 2Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree for the amino acid sequences of *MHC-DRB* exon 2. This tree contains the translated sequences for white-tailed deer (Odvi, *Odocoileus virginianus*; AF082161-AF082175, AF407169-AF407171, MK952679- MK952690), moose (Alal, *Alces alces*; X82398, X83278, X83279-X83286; \[[@CR56]\]), roe deer (Caca, *Capreolus capreolus*; KM488213-KM488216, KM488218, KM488220-U90925; \[[@CR57], [@CR75]\]), and reindeer (Rata, *Rangifer tarandus*; AF012716-AF012724; \[[@CR59]\]) as these are the closest related species to white-tailed deer with *MHC-DRB* data. It was rooted with the moose outgroup. Node labels are standard bootstrap support (%). Arrows indicate the presence of near-zero internal branch lengths (\< 0.012), which should be interpreted with caution. Heatmap colors indicate all white-tailed deer *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles and further correspond to Odvi-DRB allele frequencies found in our population, where red is the most common translated *MHC-DRB* allele

### Population genetic measures and test for selection {#Sec8}

When assessing the allele frequencies of the complete dataset (2003--2017), the most common *MHC-DRB* exon 2 allele was Odvi-DRB\*10 (22.4%), followed by Odvi-DRB\*20 (14.6%) and Odvi-DRB\*14 (12.5%; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; Table [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The most common genotypes were Odvi-DRB\*20/Odvi-DRB\*10 (7.0%), Odvi-DRB\*10/Odvi-DRB\*10 (4.8%), and Odvi-DRB\*14/Odvi-DRB\*10 (4.6%; Table [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Allele frequencies changed slightly from the founding population (2003--2007) to the more recent population (2016). Frequencies for Odvi-DRB\*01 (10.9--6.8%) and Odvi-DRB\*14 (16.7--10.2%) decreased over time, whereas Odvi-DRB\*10 (18.1--22.5%) and Odvi-DRB\*19 (5.8--11.9%) became more frequent in the population. Odvi-DRB\*05, a rare allele in our original founding population, was lost from the population over time. While *MHC-DRB* exon 2 was under Hardy Weinberg equilibrium using the probability-test for both the founding and 2016 populations (*p* = 0.88 and *p* = 0.91, respectively), score test results for the 2016 population indicated heterozygote excess in the population (*p* = 0.05; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Genetic diversity within our white-tailed deer population (nucleotide diversity and haplotype diversity) and neutrality tests for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 for the adult founding population \[2003--2007; *n* = 69 (*MHC-DRB*), 71 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence), 71 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2)\] and the final adult population \[2016; *n* = 118 (*MHC-DRB*), 119 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence), 119 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2)\]. *P*-values for the Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium tests are also included, which shows a statistical significance for heterozygote excess in *MHC-DRB* exon 2 in the 2016 population*MHC-DRB* founding population*MHC-DRB* 2016 populationDiversity Nucleotide diversity (π)0.090.10 Haplotype diversity0.900.88Neutrality Tajima's D0.921.47 Fu and Li's F\*2.09\*2.45\* Fu and Li's D\*2.39\*2.56\* Fu's Fs21.9835.02HWE Probability test0.880.91 Heterozygote excess0.700.05\* Heterozygote deficit0.300.95\* *p* \< 0.05

Both nucleotide (π) and haplotype diversity generally stayed the same over time (0.09 to 0.10 and 0.90 to 0.88, respectively; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). All neutrality test values were positive, and there was an increasing trend from the founding population to the more recent 2016 population (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that selection on *MHC-DRB* is becoming less neutral in our population. Both Fu and Li's D\* and F\* test statistics were significant (*p* \< 0.02) for the founding (2.39 and 2.09, respectively) and 2016 (2.56 and 2.45, respectively) populations. These positive results suggest *MHC-DRB* had an excess of intermediate frequency alleles in our population, which is an indication of balancing selection and/or reduced population size. *MHC-DRB* showed evidence of positive selection based on the dN/dS ratio of 2.06 (Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

*MHC-DOB* {#Sec9}
---------

### Defined 11 alleles {#Sec10}

Eleven unique alleles were identified for the extended *MHC-DOB* nucleotide sequences (Odvi-DOB\*01 -- Odvi-DOB\*11) and seven alleles for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 in our white-tailed deer population (Table [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Odvi-DOB\*01, Odvi-DOB\*02, and Odvi-DOB\*11 contained the same exon 2 sequence (Odvi-DOB\*010211_exon2). Odvi-DOB\*03 and Odvi-DOB\*10 also contained the same exon 2 (Odvi-DOB\*0310_exon2), as well as Odvi-DOB\*06 and Odvi-DOB\*07 (Odvi-DOB\*0607_exon2). Odvi-DOB\*04, Odvi-DOB\*05, Odvi-DOB\*08, and Odvi-DOB\*09 had unique exon 2 sequences (Odvi-DOB\*04_exon2, Odvi-DOB\*05_exon2, Odvi-DOB\*08_exon2, Odvi-DOB\*09_exon2, respectively). The seven *MHC-DOB* exon 2 alleles translated into three unique amino acid alleles (89 codons). The *MHC-DOB* alleles have been deposited in Genbank for the extended DOB sequences (accession numbers MK952691- MK952701).

### Genetic relationships among alleles {#Sec11}

In assessing the phylogenetic relationships using ModelFinder, the best-fit model according to BIC for the nucleotide *MHC-DOB* tree was K2P + I (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). There were seven near-zero internal branches (\< 0.0028%) in terms of bootstrap support, all of which occurred in the white-tailed deer clades. The red deer and white-tailed deer sequences separated strongly from the cow and sheep sequences (97% bootstrap support). Odvi-DOB\*08/Odvi-DOB\*09 and Odvi-DOB\*06/Odvi-DOB\*07 separated from the other white-tailed deer sequences with 67 and 62% bootstrap support, respectively. The translated *MHC-DOB* tree had Blosum62 as the best-fit model (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). There were five near-zero internal branches (\< 0.0112%), which all occurred in the white-tailed deer clades. Apart from the fairly strong separation between cow/sheep sequences and the white-tailed deer/red deer sequences (66% bootstrap support), the amino acid sequences for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 did not retain the same organization as in the *MHC-DOB* nucleotide tree. The tree clearly demonstrates the three unique *MHC-DOB* exon 2 translations. Fig. 3Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree for the extended nucleotide sequences of *MHC-DOB* (360 bp). This tree contains sequences for white-tailed deer (Odvi, *Odocoileus virginianus*; MK952691- MK952701), cow (Bola, *Bos taurus*; 282493; \[[@CR112]\]), sheep (Ovar, *Ovis aries*; Z49879.1; \[[@CR107]\]), and red deer (Ceel, *Cervus elaphus*; CM008014.1; \[[@CR7]\]). It was rooted with the cow outgroup. Node labels are standard bootstrap support (%). Arrows indicate the presence of near-zero internal branch lengths (\< 0.0028), which should be interpreted with caution. Heatmap colors indicate all white-tailed deer *MHC-DOB* alleles and further correspond to Odvi-DOB allele frequencies found in our population, where red is the most common *MHC-DOB* alleleFig. 4Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree for the amino acid sequences of *MHC-DOB* exon 2. This tree contains translated sequences for white-tailed deer (Odvi, *Odocoileus virginianus*; MK952691- MK952701), cow (Bola, *Bos taurus*; 282493; \[[@CR112]\]), sheep (Ovar, *Ovis aries*; Z49879.1; \[[@CR107]\]), and red deer (Ceel, *Cervus elaphus*; CM008014.1; \[[@CR7]\]). It was rooted with the cow outgroup. Node labels are standard bootstrap support (%). Arrows indicate the presence of near-zero internal branch lengths (\< 0.011), which should be interpreted with caution. Heatmap colors indicate all white-tailed deer *MHC-DOB* alleles and further correspond to Odvi-DOB allele frequencies found in our population, where red is the most common translated *MHC-DOB* allele for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 in white-tailed deer, though both are quite rare

All extended *MHC-DOB* sequence alleles were 360 bp in length except for Odvi-DOB\*01 (359 bp) and Odvi-DOB\*02 (361 bp) due to an indel in the intronic region. The pairwise nucleotide distances ranged from 0 to 1.41% (mean = 0.58%). Odvi-DOB\*01, Odvi-DOB\*02, and Odvi-DOB\*11 differed by one indel located in a highly repetitive region of the intron. The greatest amount of dissimilarity was found between Odvi-DOB\*07 and Odvi-DOB\*09 (4 synonymous substitutions, one nonsynonymous substitution; Table [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The average number of nucleotide differences (k) was 2.07, and the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences had seven polymorphic sites. The extended nucleotide *MHC-DOB* sequences were in Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium for both the founding and 2016 populations (probability test; *p* = 0.27 and *p* = 0.55, respectively), and there was no indication of either a heterozygote deficit or excess in the founding population (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). However, there was a heterozygote deficit in the 2016 population (score test; 0.03). Table 2Genetic diversity within our white-tailed deer population (nucleotide diversity and haplotype diversity) and neutrality tests for *MHC-DOB* for the adult founding population \[2003--2007; *n* = 71 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence, 360 bp), 71 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2, 270 bp)\] and the final adult population \[2016; *n* = 119 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence, 360 bp), 119 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2, 270 bp)\]. *P*-values for the Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium tests are also included, which shows a statistical significance for heterozygote deficit in *MHC-DOB* (extended sequence and exon 2) in the 2016 populationExtended ***MHC-DOB*** Sequence***MHC-DOB*** exon 2Founding population2016 populationFounding population2016 populationDiversity Nucleotide diversity (π)0.0050.0050.0060.006 Haplotype diversity0.830.860.800.83Neutrality Tajima's D0.871.311.381.77\^ Fu and Li's F\*1.261.421.341.48\^ Fu and Li's D\*1.171.131.010.97 Fu's Fs−0.220.640.601.33HWE Probability Test0.270.550.570.33 Heterozygote Excess0.770.970.440.99 Heterozygote Deficit0.240.03\*0.570.01\*\* *p* \< 0.05; \^ 0.10 \> *p* \> 0.05

All alleles for the *MHC-DOB* exon 2 region contained within our extended *MHC-DOB* sequences had a length of 270 bp. The mean pairwise nucleotide distance for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 was 0.78% (0.37--1.50%), while the mean pairwise amino acid distance was 0.86% (0--2.27%). As was seen in the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences, the greatest amount of dissimilarity was found between Odvi-DOB\*0607_exon2 and Odvi-DOB\*09_exon2 (3 synonymous substitutions, one nonsynonymous substitution; Table [S7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Odvi-DOB\*04_exon2 and Odvi-DOB\*09_exon2 also differed more than other *MHC-DOB* exon 2 alleles (2 synonymous substitutions, 2 nonsynonymous substitutions). The *MHC-DOB* exon2 sequences contained five polymorphic sites and 2.10 nucleotide differences on average. As with the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences, the *MHC-DOB* exon 2 alleles were also in Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium for the founding and 2016 populations (probability test; *p* = 0.57 and *p* = 0.33, respectively), though there was statistical significance for a heterozygote deficiency in the 2016 population (score test; *p* = 0.01; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

### Population genetic measures and test for selection {#Sec12}

Odvi-DOB\*08 and Odvi-DOB\*08_exon2 were the most common alleles for the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences (28.1%) and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 (27.8%; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Table [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The most common genotypes all contained Odvi-DOB\*08 and Odvi-DOB\*08_exon2 (Table [S8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [S9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Allele frequencies increased over time for Odvi-DOB\*06 (3.5 to 7.1%), Odvi-DOB\*09_exon2 (4.2 to 9.7%), and Odvi-DOB\*11/Odvi-DOB\*010211_exon2 (9.2 to 12.6% and 11.3 to 14.3%, respectively), whereas Odvi-DOB\*03 (12.7 to 10.5%), Odvi-DOB\*05_exon2 (10.6 to 7.1%), and Odvi-DOB\*08/Odvi-DOB\*08_exon2 (both from 33.1 to 25.2%) became less frequent in the population.

While nucleotide diversity did not change over time, haplotype diversity increased slightly (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Neutrality test results indicated an increasing trend from the founding population to the more recent population for both extended *MHC-DOB* sequences and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), with Tajima's D and Fu and Li's F\* approaching statistical significance (0.10 \> *p* \> 0.05) for the 2016 population. Tajima's D increased from 0.87 to 1.31 for the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences and from 1.38 to 1.77 for *MHC-DOB* exon 2. Fu's Fs for *MHC-DOB* was notably smaller compared to *MHC-DRB*. The dN/dS ratio for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 was 0.22, indicating no evidence of positive selection (Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

In this study we aimed to characterize *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 in our white-tailed deer population and to examine the extent of linkage between these two loci. No significant linkage was found between the second exons of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* in our white-tailed deer population. While further examination is needed, this finding suggests that white-tailed deer may have the same chromosomal inversion and recombination hotspot within their MHC type II gene region as found in other ruminants \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR29], [@CR68], [@CR69]\]. This MHC II inversion has been documented among cetaceans \[[@CR83], [@CR84], [@CR110]\] but not in swine \[[@CR77]\], suggesting that this breakpoint may have occurred after the divergence of Cetartiodactyla and Suidae but before the divergence between Cetacea and ruminants (\~ 58 million years ago; \[[@CR111]\]). A lack of linkage disequilibrium between these two loci allows them to evolve independently from one another. Because they are therefore unlikely to be closely linked, we can contrast their evolutionary patterns as independent loci.

Our white-tailed deer population had 19 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, which is comparable to what Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR99]\] found in a free-ranging white-tailed deer population in Oklahoma (15 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, *n* = 150). Even though white-tailed deer experienced severe, historical population bottlenecks \[[@CR25], [@CR49]\], they have managed to retain more *MHC-DRB* polymorphism than other species that survived similar population reductions, such as moose \[[@CR56]\], bison (*Bison bison*, \[[@CR58]\]), fallow deer (*Dama dama*) and roe deer \[[@CR59]\]. The polymorphism found among our founding adult population was less (17 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles; *n* = 69) than what was reported in unrelated individuals of red deer (34 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, *n* = 50; \[[@CR97]\]), Kankrej cattle (*Bos indicus*; 24 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, n = 50; \[[@CR9]\]), and the Indian water buffalo (*Bubalus bubalis*; 22 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, *n* = 25; \[[@CR20]\]). However, white-tailed deer have greater polymorphism than both Kankrej cattle and Indian water buffalo if all 30 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles found across studies in this species are used for comparison. Red deer also have two *MHC-DRB* loci whereas white-tailed deer are believed to have only one *MHC-DRB* locus \[[@CR99]\].

While white-tailed deer already were known to have a reasonably high *MHC-DRB* polymorphism (18 alleles; \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]), we identified 12 new *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles in our Alabama population. The original 18 *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles were identified using 7 populations from Oklahoma, Iowa, Tennessee, and New York. Alabama deer have an interesting ancestry due to restocking efforts between the 1940's and 1960's. Six white-tailed deer subspecies were used for reintroduction \[[@CR3], [@CR52]\], thereby creating an admixed white-tailed deer population in Alabama. Our study population was located in Tallapoosa county, which received deer from Georgia, Arkansas, and other counties in Alabama (Clarke, Marengo, Sumter; \[[@CR53]\]). Additionally, reintroductions using Clarke county deer occurred after Michigan deer were introduced to Clarke county. Admixture may therefore be contributing to the large number of new *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles identified in this study. Another potential explanation for identifying additional alleles may be our use of newer sequencing technology since the white-tailed deer *MHC-DRB* was last characterized via SSCP by Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. MiSeq has greater sensitivity relative to SSCP \[[@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR41]\], which may have enabled us to detect more nucleotide polymorphisms in the *MHC-DRB* exon 2 sequences.

While the outgroup sequences in our *MHC-DRB* trees clustered together as monophyletic groupings, as is expected for species with reduced MHC allelic diversity due to severe population bottlenecks \[[@CR56], [@CR59]\], white-tailed deer *MHC-DRB* alleles represented paraphyletic groups. This suggests that *MHC-DRB* polymorphism is most likely greater in white-tailed deer than moose, roe deer and reindeer. Additionally, the lack of separation into geographically structured phylogenetic clades suggests that there is no, or very little, relationship between genetic and geographic distance for white-tailed deer, similar to findings reported by Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR100]\] and Leberg et al. \[[@CR49]\]. Reintroductions may have weakened these geographic associations between *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles. When comparing our *MHC-DRB* nucleotide tree to the neighbor-joining tree constructed by Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\], we find little similarity. This is most likely due to differences in tree construction, outgroups, and increased number of Odvi-DRB alleles included in the analyses. However, no quantification of support was provided for their trees, making a direct comparison more challenging as the level of confidence in their tree splits is unknown.

The *MHC-DOB* tree used sequences from less closely related species (cow, sheep, red deer) due to a current lack of *MHC-DOB* sequence data for Cervidae, which may have influenced tree inference. The extremely low *MHC-DOB* polymorphism found within our white-tailed deer population relative to *MHC-DRB* polymorphism may contribute to the lack of separation seen between the white-tailed deer *MHC-DOB* exon 2 alleles. Lastly, Ceel-DOB did not strongly separate from Odvi-DOB, which is similar to what Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\] found for *MHC-DRB*.

When classifying individuals as homozygotes or heterozygotes for *MHC-DRB*, we found that the frequency of the second most common sequence was less than 35% but greater than 10% relative to the first allele (63:35--90:10) for 13.95% of our population. A large proportion of these individuals had either Odvi-DRB\*14 or Odvi-DRB\*20 as their second allele (25.0 and 38.3%, respectively), which was further validated using pedigree and Sanger data. This could be due to allelic dropout because of a mutation in the priming region of these alleles, thereby reducing their amplification efficiency relative to the first allele. Allelic dropout is fairly common in studies that use PCR and has previously been documented in MHC genes \[[@CR94]\]. Positive diversifying selection could also be contributing to *MHC-DRB* alleles having substitutions in the primer regions.

Varying levels of *MHC-DRB* diversity have been found among ungulates. For example, the genetic distance between *MHC-DRB* alleles can range from large (cattle, bison, red deer) to negligible (moose; \[[@CR59]\]). Within our white-tailed deer dataset, haplotype diversity (Hd) was similar between the second exons of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB*, while nucleotide diversity (π) was greater for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 than for *MHC-DOB* exon 2. Nucleotide diversity equal to 0.1 or greater is considered high \[[@CR81]\], suggesting that the white-tailed deer MHC*-DRB* exon 2 alleles differed considerably from one another.

In evaluating potential selection on *MHC-DRB* exon 2, which encodes the antigen-binding site of DR molecules \[[@CR30]\], at the species level, we found strong evidence of positive, diversifying selection (e.g. dN/dS ratio). Similar results were reported by De et al. \[[@CR21]\] for white-tailed deer. Diversifying selection occurs when the amino acid diversity in a gene increases within a species over time \[[@CR17], [@CR108]\]. As *MHC-DRB* produces peptide-binding proteins, increasing this gene's diversity may enable it to present a greater array of pathogenic antigens to the immune system \[[@CR1], [@CR13], [@CR40], [@CR93]\]. In evaluating potential selection within our population, the neutrality tests indicate that there is an excess of intermediate frequency *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles in our population, suggesting that the *MHC-DRB* alleles are being maintained in the population via balancing selection that is becoming more pronounced in our population over time as there was an increasing trend in all neutrality test values from the 2007 starting population until the 2016 adult population. Additionally, we see an excess of heterozygotes in the 2016 population, and this retention of *MHC-DRB* alleles may be driven by a heterozygote advantage that exists in our population, especially since MHC genes are codominant. But, since our population sizes for the HWE exact tests were relatively small, the heterozygote excess found in our 2016 population may also be a product of drift. Another explanation for the increasing Tajima's D and Fu and Li's F\* and D\* values found for *MHC-DRB* may be that while balancing selection acted on the population initially (before population enclosure), a reduced population size is now adding to the generation of intermediate frequency *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles in our population. While our selection analyses are consistent with *MHC-DRB* exon 2 being under balancing selection in our population, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study in both population size and the limited number of loci studied, thereby making it impossible to discount the power of drift in producing these patterns. Demographic processes such as population size decline affect the whole genome, whereas selection typically only affects the target loci and closely linked regions. Therefore, to fully assess the underlying reasons for the excess intermediate frequency *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles, future work would have to take a broader genome approach for our population.

In contrast, *MHC-DOB* exon 2 appears to have been under purifying selection at the species level (0 \> dN/dS \> 1; \[[@CR11]\]) thereby eliminating harmful nonsynonymous substitutions from *MHC-DOB* in white-tailed deer. The intensity of purifying selection depends on how tolerant a genomic region is towards mutations, or how functionally constrained it is. DNA regions in which a mutation is likely to affect their gene product's function tend to be more functionally constrained and have lower substitution rates. *MHC-DOB* exon 2, which encodes the extracellular domain of the *MHC-DOB* protein \[[@CR5], [@CR62]\], may therefore be highly constrained for the white-tailed deer species. While haplotype diversity at the nucleotide level was high in our population, most amino acid sequences for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 had little to no differences among them (mean pairwise difference was \< 1%), and we only found 3 unique amino acid sequences. Neutrality tests for *MHC-DOB* were not significant, suggesting that *MHC-DOB* seems to be evolving neutrally within our white-tailed deer population. Although the pattern of the selection analyses is consistent with selection against heterozygous individuals (e.g. heterozygote deficiency in the 2016 population), it is also consistent with drift due to the small effective population size and potential inbreeding.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

Overall, this study identified 12 new *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles and characterized a new, non-classical, MHC II gene (*MHC-DOB*) for white-tailed deer. We also found a lack of significant linkage between these two loci, which suggests there may be a chromosomal inversion in the MHC II region of white-tailed deer. However, more research is required to confirm this. If a chromosomal inversion is indeed found, recombination rates between the two MHC II subregions should be examined, as rates have been found to differ between individuals \[[@CR68]\]. Lastly, more MHC polymorphism may be found when using next generation sequencing for white-tailed deer populations from other parts of the Americas. Improving our understanding of MHC II gene structure and polymorphism in white-tailed deer will enable to us to further examine how these unique, highly polymorphic genes influence morphology, reproductive success, and overall population dynamics in white-tailed deer.

Methods {#Sec15}
=======

Study area {#Sec16}
----------

This study took place at the Auburn Captive Facility (ACF) located north of Camp Hill, Alabama. The facility was part of the Piedmont Agricultural Experiment Station, which is owned by Auburn University. Deer sampled during the study were enclosed in a 174-ha facility surrounded by a 2.6-m fence, which was constructed in October 2007. The deer present within the ACF during the study included the original deer that inhabited this area during the fence formation in 2007 and their subsequent offspring. The population size of the adult, founding population was 71, while the effective population size was 64.8, calculated as N~e~ = 4N~m~N~f~ / (N~m~ + N~f~), where N~m~ is the number of breeding males and N~f~ is the number of breeding females in the population \[[@CR106]\]. Subsequent to fencing the area, deer were neither introduced nor hunted within the ACF. Population size varied annually between 100 and 120 deer. Deer had access to supplemental feed in the form of food plots, corn feeders, and ad libitum protein feeders. A creek and its tributaries were present on the property, which provided a reliable water source year-round.

Animal handling {#Sec17}
---------------

White-tailed deer aged 6 months and older were captured over 10 trapping seasons (October -- July each year) from 2007 to 2017 via chemical immobilization. We administered a tranquilizer mixture into the deer's hindquarter muscle with the use of cartridge fired dart guns (Pneu-Dart model 193) and 0.22 caliber blanks. After adding 4 cc of xylazine (100 mg/ml; Lloyd Laboratories, Shenandoah, IA) to a 5 mL vial of Telazol® (100 mg/ml; Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA; \[[@CR60]\]), we loaded 2 cc of this tranquilizer mixture into a telemetry dart (2.0 cc, type C, Pneu-Dart Inc., Williamsport, PA), which contained a radio transmitter (Advanced Telemetry Systems, Inc., Isanti, MN) that allowed us to locate the sedated deer via radio telemetry \[[@CR44]\]. Tolazine (1.5 ml/45.36 kg) was injected in the shoulder and hindquarter muscle to reverse the sedation once data collection was complete \[[@CR61]\]. The animals used in this study were part of a long-term study on reproductive ecology of white-tailed deer \[[@CR64]\] and were maintained as part of the study population until they died of natural causes. These methods were approved by the Auburn University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (2008--1417, 2008--1421, 2010--1785, 2011--1971, 2013--2372, 2014--2521, 2016--2964, and 2016--2985) and in compliance with the American Society of Mammalogists' guidelines \[[@CR91]\].

Deer received a unique 3-digit identification number at initial capture, which was displayed on ear tags and also freeze branded on the front shoulder and hind quarter of some individuals. Sex and age (tooth wear and replacement aging technique; \[[@CR89]\]) were recorded and a 1-cm^2^ notch of tissue was removed from their ear for genetic analysis. This tissue sample was then stored in a − 80 °C freezer until DNA analysis could be performed in the laboratory.

Sequencing {#Sec18}
----------

We used amplicon-seq to characterize *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* for 381 individuals. A modified version of *Symbiodinium* DNA isolation methodology proposed by Coffroth et al. \[[@CR18]\] was used to extract DNA from tissue samples collected 2007--2013. DNeasy blood and tissue kits (Qiagen, Inc.) were used to extract DNA from tissue samples collected 2014--2017 and from previous samples with low DNA yield. DNA for 381 individuals were shipped to RTL Genomics (Research and Testing Laboratory, Lubbock TX, United States) for amplicon sequencing of 307 bp of the second exon of *MHC-DRB* (primers LA31 and LA32; \[[@CR56], [@CR90]\]) that targeted the peptide binding domain, and 398 bp of the second exon of *MHC-DOB* (Forward: 5′ - AAAGCCCTCCTCTCCAATCC - 3′; Reverse: 5′ - CCACCAAGGAGACCCCAAC - 3′). Primers for *MHC-DOB* were constructed using available genomic data for white-tailed deer (Ovir.te.1; NW_018336049.1; \[[@CR87]\]).

At RTL Genomics, samples were amplified via a two-step process. First, the forward primer was constructed by combining the Illumina i5 sequencing primer (5′ - TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG - 3′) with the specific forward primer for each *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB*, and the reverse primer was created using the Illumina i7 sequencing primer (5′ - GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG - 3′) and the specific reverse primer for each *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB*. Amplifications were performed in 25 μL reactions using Qiagen HotStar Taq master mix (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA), 1 μL of each 5 μM primer, and 1 μL of template on ABI Veriti thermocyclers (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). Thermal profiles used for *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* were identical: 1) 95 °C for 5 min; 2) 33 cycles of 95 °C for 1 min; 3) 50 °C for 30 s; 4) 72 °C for 1 min; 5) final extension of 72 °C for 10 min; 6) 4 °C hold. Products from this first round of amplification were then added to a second PCR based on qualitatively determined concentrations. A second PCR was performed to index the sequence by individual. Primers for the second PCR used primers that were based on the Illumina Nextera PCR primers (Forward: 5′ - AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC\[i5index\]TCGTCGGCAGCGTC - 3′; Reverse: 5′ - CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT\[i7index\]GTCTCGTGGGCTCGG - 3′) using the following thermal profile: 1) 95 °C for 5 min; 2) 10 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s; 3) 54 °C for 40 s; 4) 72 °C for 1 min; 5) final extension of 72 °C for 10 min; 6) 4 °C hold. All amplification products were visualized with eGels (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). The DNA extraction from one individual failed to amplify and was therefore removed from the dataset prior to sequencing. PCR products indexed by individual were pooled in equimolar. Each pool was size-selected in two rounds using SPRIselect Reagent (BeckmanCoulter, Indianapolis, IN) in a 0.75 ratio for both rounds. These size-selected pools were then quantified using the Qubit 4 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). Successfully amplified size-selected pools were loaded on an Illumina MiSeq (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) 2 × 300 flow cell at 10 pM. The amplicons were then sequenced for 300 bp length paired-end reads on the Illumina MiSeq platform for a targeted minimum of 10 k reads per individual. Reads were demultiplexed based on the index and sorted to individual files.

To ensure the quality of the sequencing data, raw reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic (v0.35; LEADING 20, TRAILING 20, SLIDINGWINDOW: 6:20, MINLEN: 20; \[[@CR12]\]). The quality of these trimmed reads was verified using FastQC (v0.11.8). Trimmed, paired-end reads were then merged using PEAR \[[@CR109]\]. These merged reads were further filtered by removing reads with corrupt primers, merged reads shorter than 290 base pairs, and reads whose sequence only occurred once within an individual. Once primers were removed from these filtered merged reads, the amplicon size for *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* were 250 bp and 360 bp, respectively. While the *MHC-DRB* amplicon only captured exon 2, the *MHC-DOB* amplicon captured exon 2 (270 bp) plus noncoding regions around it. Given this extra data for *MHC-DOB*, we analyzed both the extended *MHC-DOB* sequences and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 for further analyses.

Defining new alleles {#Sec19}
--------------------

Alleles were defined based on nucleotide sequence variation and amino acid sequence variation. All new *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* alleles followed the nomenclature proposed by Klein et al. \[[@CR45]\] and Van Den Bussche et al. \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. To define alleles and genotypes within an individual, the merged paired-end sequences were organized from the most frequent to least frequent sequence. Individuals were characterized as homozygotes when the frequency of the second most common sequence was less than 10% relative to the first sequence (90:10; median ratio = 99:1). Individuals were classified as heterozygotes if the ratio of the first to second most frequent sequence was 50:50 to 65:35 (median ratio = 58:42). For *MHC-DRB*, 60 individuals out of the 380 individuals sampled (15.8%) did not classify as a homozygote or heterozygote using these guidelines, thereby we used pedigree and Sanger sequencing data to confirm their genotypes. When creating the pedigree for our population, parentage was assigned with 95% confidence \[[@CR64]\]. We compared pedigree data with allele assignments made for the clear homozygotes and heterozygotes and found that 95.2% of the parental assignments were consistent with the *MHC-DRB* allele assignments and 96.1% of the parental assignments were consistent with the *MHC-DOB* allele assignments. These results reflect the 95% reliability threshold used when creating our pedigree. We therefore did not discard the allele assignments that were inconsistent with the pedigree data. We also further explored the other less frequent alleles and found that they were chimeric alleles. We removed any individuals who did not have Sanger or pedigree data for confirmation (*n* = 5), which reduced the sample size for *MHC-DRB* to 375 individuals. For *MHC-DOB*, all 380 individuals sampled were clear homozygotes or heterozygotes (extended sequence and exon 2).

New *MHC-DRB* alleles whose frequencies were less than 0.67% \[5/ (2\*375)\] in the population were not considered true alleles \[[@CR67]\] if we could not further validate them using pedigree and Sanger analysis. While 5 *MHC-DRB* alleles were at less than 0.67% in our population, we were able to validate 3 of these 5 alleles (DRB\*28, DRB\*29, DRB\*30). The other two alleles only occurred once in the population, and these individuals were removed from our DRB dataset for further analysis (Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), reducing our sample size further to 373 individuals for *MHC-DRB*. The minimum allele frequency threshold for *MHC-DOB* was 0.66% \[5/ (2\*380)\]. While all *MHC-DOB* exon 2 allele frequencies were greater than this minimum, one allele from our extended *MHC-DOB* sequence data was not. However, we were able to validate this allele using Sanger and pedigree data so it was not removed from the dataset.

The pedigree for our population was created by Newbolt et al. \[[@CR64]\]. Sanger sequencing \[[@CR85]\] was performed for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 via high throughput sequencing (htSEQ) for individuals born prior to 2008 to augment our MiSeq sequencing data for *MHC-DRB*.

To investigate whether all characterized alleles belonged to a single *MHC-DRB* or *MHC-DOB* locus, we mapped *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* exon 2 alleles to the available draft assembly of the white-tailed deer genome (Ovir.te.1; \[[@CR87]\]). *MHC-DRB* alleles mapped to two unplaced scaffolds (NW_018337343.1 and NW_018338651.1), and *MHC-DOB* alleles mapped to one unplaced scaffold (NW_018336049.1). This suggests that there may have been a gene duplication event for *MHC-DRB* in white-tailed deer, at least for the exon 2 portion of the gene. However, patterns seen in our data for *MHC-DRB* are more consistent with the presence of one *MHC-DRB* locus. *MHC-DRB* sequences that were slightly less frequent than the assigned *MHC-DRB* alleles for heterozygotes were chimeric sequences of the two most common *MHC-DRB* alleles for that individual, a commonly known PCR artifact \[[@CR36]\]. It is unlikely that all of the individuals in our dataset were completely homozygous at both loci and heterozygous for the same *MHC-DRB* alleles at both loci. Since MHC genes are notoriously difficult to assemble, especially highly variable regions such as *MHC-DRB*, it is possible that in the draft assembly the *MHC-DRB* haplotypes were interpreted as different genes and therefore forced onto different scaffolds when assembling this first version of the white-tailed deer genome \[[@CR23], [@CR55], [@CR102]\].

Test for linkage between MHC-DRB and MHC-DOB {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------

Since *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* may lie on different MHC II subregions in white-tailed deer, as they are separated by an inversion in other ruminants \[[@CR8], [@CR16], [@CR82]\], we examined the degree of linkage between *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* among unrelated individuals in our white-tailed deer population using GenePop (Option 2, sub-option 1). Since the second exons of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* are placed on different scaffolds that were not included in the final assembly of the white-tailed deer genome (*MHC-DRB*, NW_018337343.1; *MHC-DOB*, NW_018336049.1; \[[@CR87]\]), we were unable to use the available genomic data for addressing this linkage question.

Therefore, to attempt to address this question here, we first assessed linkage disequilibrium (LD) using individuals that are least likely related to one another (individuals born before the fence was constructed in 2007 and that were not offspring from this early group of deer according to pedigree data; *n* = 69). We then included individuals without assigned parents in our pedigree data (these individuals could be related to others in the population, but we are not 95% confident that they are; *n* = 122) to further assess the possibility of LD between *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* exon 2. This method in GenePop \[[@CR76], [@CR78]\] tests the null hypothesis that the loci are independent of one another, or in other words, not closely linked \[[@CR104]\]. We used the default settings where dememorization = 1000, batches = 100, and iterations per batch = 1000.

Genetic relationships among alleles {#Sec21}
-----------------------------------

We estimated phylogenetic distances as the number of nucleotide/amino acid differences among alleles and created gene trees for each gene to understand the relationships between *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB*. Nucleotide and protein alignments of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* were created via Geneious (v11.1.5). These alignments were then used to construct phylogenetic trees for the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of both *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* using IQ-TREE (v1.6.9; \[[@CR65]\]). IQ-TREE employed maximum likelihood (ML) for tree inference and automatically determined the best-fit model (−m TEST) via ModelFinder \[[@CR42]\] using a standard bootstrap of 1000 replicates (−b 1000). ModelFinder identifies the best-fitting model of sequence evolution that ultimately produced our data. Phylogenetic support for tree splits was determined via bootstrap values, where a split with ≥95% support is considered statistically significant \[[@CR26]\]. Outgroups included in the *MHC-DRB* trees were moose (*Alces alces*, \[[@CR56]\]), roe deer (*Capreolus capreolus*, \[[@CR57], [@CR75]\]), and reindeer (*Rangifer tarandus*, \[[@CR59]\]) as these are the closest related species to white-tailed deer with *MHC-DRB* data \[[@CR33], [@CR71]\]. More distantly related species could result in a long branch, which may dominate the likelihood and therefore interfere with the tree inference. However, due to a lack of *MHC-DOB* data among artiodactyls, outgroups for the *MHC-DOB* trees were more distantly related species including cow (*Bos taurus*, \[[@CR112]\]), sheep (*Ovis aries*, \[[@CR107]\]), and red deer (*Cervus elaphus*, \[[@CR7]\]). The nucleotide tree for *MHC-DOB* used the extended nucleotide sequences (360 bp), while the amino acid tree used translated *MHC-DOB* exon 2 sequences. The final ML trees were rooted using FigTree (v1.4.4). The *MHC-DRB* trees were rooted with the moose outgroup while the *MHC-DOB* trees were rooted with the cow outgroup. A heatmap was added to the trees via FigTree annotation that corresponded to the Odvi-DRB and Odvi-DOB allele frequencies present in our population.

Population genetic measures and test for selection {#Sec22}
--------------------------------------------------

Allele and genotype frequencies were generated for each gene via GenePop (v4.2; Option 5, sub-option1; \[[@CR76], [@CR78]\]) to examine the distribution of *MHC-DRB* and *MHC-DOB* alleles in our white-tailed deer population. To assess if these allele frequencies were changing over time, Hardy Weinberg Exact Tests were performed on nucleotide data from the adult founding \[2003--2007; *n* = 69 (*MHC-DRB*), *n* = 71 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence), n = 71 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2)\] and adult 2016 datasets \[*n* = 118 (*MHC-DRB*), *n* = 119 (*MHC-DOB* extended sequence), n = 119 (*MHC-DOB* exon 2)\] with GenePop (Option 1) using the probability-test (sub-option 3; \[[@CR35], [@CR37]\]). We also checked for deviations from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium using score tests \[[@CR79]\] to evaluate the presence of heterozygote excess (sub-option 2) or deficiency (sub-option 1) in our founding and 2016 populations. Score tests are more powerful tests than the probability test \[[@CR79]\], which will further aid in the detection of deviations from HWE. However, since our population sizes are relatively small, we cannot rule out the effect of drift on these tests. All tests employed default settings (dememorization number = 1000, number of batches = 100, number of iterations per batch = 1000).

Nucleotide (π) and haplotype (Hd) diversity \[[@CR63]\] were calculated for both *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* (extended sequence and exon 2) using DnaSP v5.10.00 \[[@CR80]\] to assess the genetic diversity present within our population. We also performed several neutrality tests (Tajima's D, Fu's Fs, Fu and Li's F\*, Fu and Li's D\*) in DnaSP to examine possible evidence of selection or drift at these loci in our white-tailed deer population. These tests were done using the founding, unrelated population (as described above) and the adults present in the population in 2016 (as described above). Pairwise sequence divergence for nucleotide and amino acid sequences were calculated using MEGA X (v10.0.5; \[[@CR47]\]), using maximum composite likelihood for nucleotide distances and a Poisson correction for amino acid distances.

Lastly, to test for evidence of positive selection, SNAP (Synonymous Non-synonymous Analysis Program; v2.1.1; \[[@CR46]\]) was used to calculate synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates and the ratio dN/dS for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 and *MHC-DOB* exon 2.
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**Additional file 1:Table S1.***MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles whose frequencies did not meet the minimum allele frequency (0.67%). No pedigree or sanger data was available to validate these sequences, and they only occurred once in our white-tailed deer population. **Table S2.***MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles found in our white-tailed deer population and their frequencies. (\^ indicates that these alleles translated into the same amino acid sequence). **Table S3.** number of nucleotide (below diagonal) and amino acid (above diagonal) differences between *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles for white-tailed deer. **Table S4.** Genotype frequencies (%) for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 alleles in our white-tailed deer population. **Table S5.***MHC-DOB* alleles for both the extended sequence (360 bp) and exon 2 (270 bp) found in our white-tailed deer population and their frequencies. (^\#^ and \^ indicates that these alleles translated into the same amino acid sequence). **Table S6.** Number of nucleotide (below diagonal) and amino acid (above diagonal) differences between the extended *MHC-DOB* sequence (360 bp) alleles for white-tailed deer. The amino acid differences correspond to the amino acid differences seen in *MHC-DOB* exon 2 (table S7). **Table S7.** Number of nucleotide (below diagonal) and amino acid (above diagonal) differences between *MHC-DOB* exon 2 (270 bp) alleles for white-tailed deer. **Table S8.** Genotype frequencies (%) for the extended *MHC-DOB* sequence (360 bp) alleles in our white-tailed deer population. **Table S9.** Genotype frequencies (%) for *MHC-DOB* exon 2 (270 bp) alleles in our white-tailed deer population. **Figure S1.** Cumulative mean codon-by-codon ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous substitutions (dS/dN) for *MHC-DRB* exon 2. Nonsynonymous substitutions are significantly more common than synonymous substitutions for *MHC-DRB* exon 2 in white-tailed deer. **Figure S2.** Cumulative mean codon-by-codon ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions (dS/dN) for *MHC-DOB* exon 2. Synonymous substitutions are overall more common than nonsynonymous substitutions
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